The UWE way

• Post 1992, University Alliance
• Teaching and learning, RKE partnerships
• Integrated administration
• Short term JISC funded RDM initiative
  – Library (service) project, faculty pilot, wider Steering Group (RA, ethics, academic)
Project objectives

• Groundwork for good RDM practice at UWE
  – UWE fit
  – Hearts and minds

• Sharing and re-use
  – Building on what’s gone before
  – Share experience and outputs
Approach and status

• Review, evaluate, re-use, model, apply
  – 1st project milestone
• Testing
  – The heart of the project
• Guidance and training materials
• Project management and dissemination
Steps to milestone

- Seven key stages
- [http://www.uwe.ac.uk/library/resources/jisc/](http://www.uwe.ac.uk/library/resources/jisc/)
- Seven stage roadmap
- Case study
Lessons learned

• Internal drivers are complex
• Understanding the UWE way is essential to develop workable processes
• However, UWE researcher needs and challenges not remarkable
• Scope for repurposing existing peer policy, training and guidance materials
Beware scope slippage!

- Enterprise “as is” necessary to develop local target operating model
- Early engagement is pivotal to sustainability
- Passive scoping of wider institutional challenges is inevitable
- Pilot touching on many issues outside of scope but within frame of influence
More information

• Project website
  http://www1.uwe.ac.uk/library/usingthelibrary/servicesforresearchers/datamanagement/managingresearchdata

• Project blog
  https://blogs.uwe.ac.uk/teams/mrd/default.aspx
More information

• Stella Fowler, Project Manager
  – Stella.fowler@uwe.ac.uk
• Liz Holliday, Project Officer
  – Liz.holliday@uwe.ac.uk
• Telephone 0117 3286439